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Ikea butcher block island tops

Scratch tickets look good easily but scratch ticketspaul TitleyBeautiful is coloring and cool, but within a few days of installation we continued to scratch from sliding across the sink. Maybe we were too rough, we've been very careful since then. It has only been over 2 months and it has been through being paranoid about it and even about
it we've managed to pick up some more scratches - it's just annoying and not as hardy as you would expect of a sink - it will need to be replaced, but you will likely be looking for another product that is more beautiful than you'd expect! FirstPurchaseFromIkeaWe have done this on our island which we have made for 4 months now. We fell
in love. So we found this. The price is amazing. And if it also happens to anything on it, it's cheap enough that we can tear it up and disguise the cost of replacing it. It held super good! There is no dent or anything, and I have two children. We bought a place mat to eat just because we only had granite tops. We love this color and color. We
have a ranch and we needed some kind of island to fill this space nicely. This was an amazing purchase and I love to walk into my house and see this every day. Then it's worth the money! I wish I could post a picture of our finished island!5DecentDcat1234 loves the aesthetic but it is not as durable as I want. Very easy
scratches.3uasonm sit/stand and buy this sink as a desktop. Heavy and durable. It looks very nice and clean and gives you enough space to do what you need. I'm using upliftdesk with a 4-legged mount, which is perfect (much less shaky than atonoatiator at the same height)5A deal, careful shaving youseenlucky looks very beautiful at
this price. The engineering core means that you are somewhat limited in how you can use it (we wanted to have an impossible round edge) 4 wood composite shades rather than solid wood probably overboard on my behalf, but we ordered an online island sink that we believed was like a wood butcher type IKEA sink we put in a few years
ago. We picked things up and didn't realize that wasn't what we expected until we got home after 2.5 hours. We've installed it and it works fine but it just wasn't what we really wanted in space.4CountertopVicki55We bought this before, but it ended in twisting. When we bought it again, it had a hard time getting the same size, it wasn't a
solid piece of wood.3Love itMary198383We bought this few months ago and we love it. We removed the top of the old island and replaced it with this one . The kitchen is cool5slight BowedKkbnWe bought this because it is the largest slab of the butcher block we can find. We got two because we had a waterfall edge on one side of the
island. Both items generally bowed their heads a bit. I could understand if it was just one, but both bowed their heads. Since the cabinets of this size have already been ordered and installed, we still used it a little bit. I've already paid quite a penny for delivery.3 Using SandieDugasWe as a desk connects 5 Ikea table legs to this sink and it
works as a huge desk/work area. We love it! Good quality! Looks amazing!5BeautifulGin the cost of a beautiful counter top in San Diego, easy to install and looks like really expensive.5Was good... The latest products are not very good. DocsjpWe bought the same top a few years ago and the hard wood was stuck together. This top we
bought was not solid, which is a wooden laminate particle board. The laminate is 1/4 thick, but not the previous solid wood. Whe had to cut for the current project and luckily he was able to hide the cut edge. I understand the cost of cutting but if I would have paid more for a solid product again.2 Put this on top of our washer and dryer in
the beautiful solid Wood Susan SWe laundry room and it looks amazing!5lynneah1002 this choice for sinktop shelf over the washer/dryer unit. It looks and functions perfectly!5Large Tatopasadi buys this for the top of the custom craft table. It was durable and amazing. Always get a lot of compliments!5Kalby Walnut Counter Tocash6Very
good worktop. Buy again5great pieces for a good priceSkim464 just need to waterproof the cutting surface because the interior is a laminate particle board. IT is a great overall top for building a desk as well as for use in the kitchen/laundry room5I love love and love sinks! TaraDWe bought our entire kitchen a few things ago. I was very
nervous about getting a butcher block style because it's a tree. I expected ding, dents, scratches, water spots, etc. I lightly sand the top and put mineral oil on a monthly degree. It has held very well. I even poured a whole wax pod (red) into it, freak, and I figured out that there would be a red/pink stain in a strange shape on it forever. I had
to sit there and hold the wax firm. Surprisingly, it scrapes right into a metal spatula. There are no signs of spills. I highly recommend this countertop!!! 5 is super cool, installed and easy to installBobAndMary11We bought this in March to finish the kitchen. We used this as a morning bar/peninsula and it's cool. I put the microwave on the
silly go and scratched it on top but scratched with a little oil all but disappeared.5Love Lookkathym60We used this as the top of the island, it looks good. It's only a few months old, so the durability is still as easy as the scratch ticket.4 It looks as easy as a scratch ticket, but it looks great, but within a few days of installation we've kept the
scratch by sliding the chopping board across the sink. Maybe we were too rough, we've been very careful since then. It has only been over 2 months now and being paranoid about it and even about it we've managed to pick up some more scratches - it's just annoying and not as hardy as you would expect of a sink - it will need to be
replaced, but you will likely be looking. Product.1 Better than expected and beautiful! FirstPurchaseFromIkeaWe have done this on our island which we have made for 4 months now. We fell in love. So we found this. The price is amazing. And if it also happens to anything on it, it's cheap enough that we can tear it up and disguise the cost
of replacing it. It held super good! There is no dent or anything, and I have two children. We bought a place mat to eat just because we only had granite tops. We love this color and color. We have a ranch and we needed some kind of island to fill this space nicely. This was an amazing purchase and I love to walk into my house and see
this every day. Then it's worth the money! I wish I could post a picture of our finished island!5DecentDcat1234 loves the aesthetic but it is not as durable as I want. Very easy scratches.3uasonm sit/stand and buy this sink as a desktop. Heavy and durable. It looks very nice and clean and gives you enough space to do what you need. I'm
using upliftdesk with a 4-legged mount, which is perfect (much less shaky than atonoatiator at the same height)5A deal, careful shaving youseenlucky looks very beautiful at this price. The engineering core means that you are somewhat limited in how you can use it (we wanted to have an impossible round edge) 4 wood composite shades
rather than solid wood probably overboard on my behalf, but we ordered an online island sink that we believed was like a wood butcher type IKEA sink we put in a few years ago. We picked things up and didn't realize that wasn't what we expected until we got home after 2.5 hours. We've installed it and it works fine but it just wasn't what
we really wanted in space.4CountertopVicki55We bought this before, but it ended in twisting. When we bought it again, it had a hard time getting the same size, it wasn't a solid piece of wood.3Love itMary198383We bought this few months ago and we love it. We removed the top of the old island and replaced it with this one . The kitchen
is cool5slight BowedKkbnWe bought this because it is the largest slab of the butcher block we can find. We got two because we had a waterfall edge on one side of the island. Both items generally bowed their heads a bit. I could understand if it was just one, but both bowed their heads. Since cabinets of this size have already been
ordered and installed, we still used them and I've already paid quite a penny for delivery.3 When used as a desk5 ikea table legs attach to this sink and work as a huge desk/work area. We love it! Good quality! Looks amazing!5BeautifulGin the cost of a beautiful counter top in San Diego, easy to install and looks like really expensive.5Was
good... The latest products are not very good. DocsjpWe bought the same top a few years ago and the hard wood was stuck together. This top we bought was not solid, which is a wooden laminate particle board. Laminate is 1/4 thick, but Old tree. Whe had to cut for the current project and luckily he was able to hide the cut edge. I
understand the cost of cutting but if I would have paid more for a solid product again.2 Put this on top of our washer and dryer in the beautiful solid Wood Susan SWe laundry room and it looks amazing!5lynneah1002 this choice for sinktop shelf over the washer/dryer unit. It looks and functions perfectly!5Large Tatopasadi buys this for the
top of the custom craft table. It was durable and amazing. Always get a lot of compliments!5Kalby Walnut Counter Tocash6Very good worktop. Buy again5great pieces for a good priceSkim464 just need to waterproof the cutting surface because the interior is a laminate particle board. IT is a great overall top for building a desk as well as
for use in the kitchen/laundry room5I love love and love sinks! TaraDWe bought our entire kitchen a few things ago. I was very nervous about getting a butcher block style because it's a tree. I expected ding, dents, scratches, water spots, etc. I lightly sand the top and put mineral oil on a monthly degree. It has held very well. I even poured
a whole wax pod (red) into it, freak, and I figured out that there would be a red/pink stain in a strange shape on it forever. I had to sit there and hold the wax firm. Surprisingly, it scrapes right into a metal spatula. There are no signs of spills. I highly recommend this countertop!!! 5 is super cool, installed and easy to installBobAndMary11We
bought this in March to finish the kitchen. We used this as a morning bar/peninsula and it's cool. I put the microwave on the silly go and scratched it on top but scratched with a little oil all but disappeared.5Love Lookkathym60We used this as the top of the island, it looks good. It's only a few months old, so we can't talk about durability
yet.4 Yet.4
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